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The UHV deposition ofa-hexathiophene (T6) oligomers on the 132 reconstructed Au~110! surface has
been studiedin situ. The evolution of the surface morphology during the deposition is followed by the He atom
scattering method. A proliferation of Au monoatomic steps is observed during deposition, indicating a strong
interaction between Au substrate andT6 molecules. The build-up of a well-ordered single monolayer is
obtained with a rectangular unit cell. Its dimensions indicate thatT6 molecules lie on the surface, aligned along
the rows of close-packed Au atoms.

Organic molecules withp-conjugated electrons have been
shown to have unique electronic properties1 that offer excit-
ing opportunities for applications in both photonics2 and
optoelectronics.3 In particular, the interaction with and the
ordering processes of these molecules at metal surfaces are
of basic interest for organic light-emitting diode4 technolo-
gies. Among organic molecules,a-hexathiophene (T6) is a
well-characterized prototypical compound for polyconju-
gated systems.5–12 Furthermore,T6 possesses interesting
properties of hole injection into highly fluorescent
polymers.13 It is then of utmost importance, in order to en-
gineer new materials with suitable optoelectronic properties,
to understand the essential processes in whichT6 molecules
form solid structures and to what extent their order can be
driven by the substrate structure. In the context of growth
mechanisms of organic monolayers,12,14–20it is worth men-
tioning that organic structures grown quasiepitaxially under
ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! have been claimed to show inter-
esting optical properties.21,22

In the present work we present a study of the formation of
a single molecular layer ofT6 by UHV deposition on the
(132)-Au~110! surface. He atom scattering has been used
to study the surface morphology during deposition. This
method has been shown to be particularly suited for studying
organic overlayers,23,24 being a nonpenetrating and nonde-
structive technique with a very high surface sensitivity.

The first stages ofT6 deposition show substantial modi-
fication of the substrate with proliferation of up-down corre-
lated monoatomic steps, but the step density substantially
reduces when a highly orderedT6 monolayer with a rectan-
gular unit cell is reached. In this layer, theT6 molecules lie
flat on the surface and are aligned along the rows of close
packed Au atoms with a periodicity of 27.460.5 Å and
16.360.2 Å, respectively, along the Au rows~GX direction!
and perpendicular to them~GY direction!. The former dis-
tance is consistent with the length of a single molecule while
the latter is twice that of the (132)-Au~110! missing row
structure.

The He beam apparatus, described in detail elsewhere,25

has a fixed scattering geometry with angle of incidence

u i555°2a and exit angleuout555°1a. The sample is
mounted on a high-precision manipulator with six degrees of
freedom and with an angular reproducibility better than
0.01°. The diffraction intensities are collected by scanning
the anglea, which varies the parallel momentum exchange
asDK i52k cos(55°)sin(a), wherek is the modulus of the
He wave vector. The He beam energy can be selected be-
tween 19 and 65 meV~k 5 6.06 and 11.3 Å21, respectively!
and the energy spread is 0.3 meV at the lowest beam energy.
The Au~110! sample was prepared by usual sputtering-
annealing procedure26 and it demonstrated a sharp (132)
diffraction pattern characteristic of the Au missing-row
reconstruction.27,28 Its unit-cell vectors arex52.88 Å and
y58.16 Å, respectively, alongGX andGY. The average size
of the flat (132) domains was determined to be 500 and
300 Å, respectively, along the rows of close-packed Au at-
oms and perpendicular to the rows.26 T6 was synthesized as
reported in Ref. 6 and the purified polycrystalline powder
was placed in a crucible in the UHV chamber.

The T6 beam, sublimated from the crucible, reached the
surface at a grazing angle of;20° with a growth rate of
.0.005 ML/min. The surface temperature during deposition
was selected at 375 K.29 At this temperature the mobility of
T6 molecules is high enough to form correlated structures
over the surface and this morphology is reached almost in-
stantaneously for a given coverage. No further evolution of
surface structures can be observed after interruption ofT6
deposition, which confirms that the deposition process at this
temperature proceeds through a series of quasiequilibrium
surface structures. Moreover, the diffraction intensities of
both the bare Au surface and theT6-covered surface remain
stable for several days at a base pressure of 5310211 mbar,
indicating that surface contamination is completely negli-
gible. The surface evolution during deposition was followed
by taking angular profiles along theGY direction with the He
beam energy fixed at 19 meV, as shown in Fig. 1. The half-
integer Bragg peak observed for the bare surface~curvea! is
due to the (132) missing-row reconstruction and disappears
in the early stages of deposition when theT6 coverage is as
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low as 0.1 ML.30 Subsequent scans shown in Fig. 1 present
very rich GY patterns, revealing thatT6 deposition induces
various correlated surface structures and that eventually a
well-ordered phase is reached displaying diffraction peaks at
quarter integer order position~see curvel in Fig. 1!.

For this structure, the diffraction pattern taken alongGX
presents weak but well-resolved diffraction peaks corre-
sponding to a lattice vector equal to 27.460.5 Å, closely
matching the length of theT6 molecule. This leads us to the
conclusion that the final orderedT6 structure consists ofT6
molecules lined up alongGX. They are in register with the
substrate alongGY ~see curvel in Fig. 1!, and we can label
this structure as (T34)T6-Au~110! with T5(27.4/x). It is
further noted that the average ordered (T34) domain, as
evaluated by the diffraction peak width, extends at least 150
and 100 Å, respectively along theGY and GX directions.
FurtherT6 deposition after formation of the (T34) layer
~see curvem in Fig. 1!, results in a continuous decrease of all
diffracted peaks up to their disappearance. This indicates that
no other ordered structures are formed after the (T34) one,
which then corresponds to the completion of a single mono-
layer. Two possible models can be adopted to explain the
fourfold periodicity alongGY, which is doubled with respect
to the Au missing-row structure. The (T34) unit cell could
be built up either by only oneT6 molecule within the surface

unit cell, or by two of them displaying different tilting angle
with respect to the surface normal as depicted in Figs. 2~a!
and 2~b!. The choice between these two microscopic models
for the (T34) structure is only speculative but it should be
noted that the ratio between theGY diffraction intensities
and the specular intensity is much lower for the (T34)
structure than for the bare substrate, suggesting that theT6
molecules have filled the grooves of the missing-rows Au
structure.31

The diffraction patterns alongGY at an intermediate state
of deposition~see curvesb–f in Fig. 1! are characterized by
the appearence of features aside from the specular and the
half-order Au Bragg peaks, hereafter referred to asside peaks
and indicated in Fig. 1 with filled and open triangles, respec-
tively. As we shall see, these side peaks are related to the
proliferation of Au monoatomic steps on the surface and
their angular profiles reflect the distribution of equivalent
terraces.32 Two terraces are meant to be equivalent if they
scatter the He waves with a phase differenceF52np. F
depends both on the momentum exchange and on the total
displacement introduced by steps between terraces. It is
given byF5DK iS idi1DK'S i t i , wheret i anddi are, re-
spectively, the vertical and the lateral component of thei th
step displacement on the surface. For Au stepst51.44 Å,
while d5(3/4)a132 in the GY direction.33 For the specular
peak when DK'5(2n11)p/t ~antiphase condition!,
equivalent terraces are those separated by two subsequent
steps. Instead, for the half-order peak, equivalent terraces are
those separated by four steps, as each step introduces a phase
shift F i5(3/2)p. As shown in Fig. 3, we have taken several
angular profiles alongGY with different beam energies. The
specular side-peak intensity as compared to the Bragg-peak

FIG. 1. Angular profiles taken alongGY during deposition at
T5375° K with a He beam energy of 19.0 meV. All curves are
normalized to the specular intensity and are shifted upward for clar-
ity, the arrow on the right side of the figure indicates the direction of
increasing T6 coverage. Curvea corresponds to the bare
(132)-Au~110! surface. Filled and open triangles indicate the po-
sition of theside peaksassociated to the specular and the half-order
peaks, respectively.

FIG. 2. Sketches of the two possible models describing the
T34 structure. The dark gray regions represent the
(132)-Au~110! surface, while the light gray rectangles depictT6
molecules. The dimensions of theT34 unit cell are indicated. The
distance 8.16 Å refers to the bare (132)-Au~110! surface. In
sketch ~b! the different shadowing of molecules visualizes their
inequivalence with respect to He diffraction.
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intensity is seen to oscillate withDK' . From theDK' val-
ues for antiphase~maximum! and in-phase~minimum! con-
ditions we evaluated a step vertical displacement of 1.4 Å, in
good agreement with the Au~110! value reported in the lit-
erature. This oscillating behavior also indicates that terraces
are distributed over only two adjacent levels, namely, steps
are up-down correlated.34 Moreover, it is important to notice
that the shape of the specular angular profile indicates that
the distribution of distance between equivalent terraces is
peaked at a most probable valueL052p/Qmax, where
6Qmax are the positions of the specular side-peak maxima
~filled triangles in Fig. 1!. Instead, the distance of the half-
order side peaks~open triangles in Fig. 1! from the Bragg
position results to beQ13251/2Qmax. This means that the
most probable distance between equivalent terraces for the
half-order diffraction peak is twice that for the specular one,
proving definitively the presence of steps induced byT6 in
the early stages of deposition.T6 therefore induces the pre-
viously flat Au surface to deconstruct. We speculate that the
charge redistribution between substrate and oligomers en-
courages step formation. This is consistent with the observed

step density increase withT6 coverage~see the shift of the
side-peak positions in Fig. 1!.

Diffraction features other than appearing in the first stages
of growth ~curvesb–f in Fig. 1! should be related to some
incommensurate ordering of oligomers as deposition in-
creases. Their position can vary slightly from run to run,
probably due to small difference in theT6 deposition rate
from run to run. Nevertheless, for a coverage of.0.7 ML
~curveg in Fig. 1! the diffraction pattern alongGY always
displays a quasicommensurate threefold structure character-
ized by the (0,61/3) and the (0,62/3) peaks, which deviate
from their commensurate position towards the nearest integer
order peaks. This threefold structure eventually tranforms
into a fourfold structure where the~0,2/4! peak appears and
the third-order Bragg peaks shift toward fourth-order posi-
tions ~Fig. 1, curvesh–l !.

Finally, we comment briefly on the ordering process along
the GX direction. No diffraction peaks or features were ob-
served alongGX until the final (T34) structure was
achieved, showing the one-dimensional character of this or-
dering process. This fact points out the prominent role of the
(132) surface anisotropy in driving the overlayer growth.

In conclusion, we have shown the formation and ordering
of a single monolayer of the prototypical model compound
T6 on a (132) reconstructed Au~110! surface.T6 mol-
ecules line up with the long molecular axis parallel to the
surface along theGX substrate direction, displaying an or-
dered (T34) structure. It is worth noting how different is
the first T6 monolayer structure from the bulk three-
dimensionalT6 crystalline form, which has been found by
x-ray scattering to order in a monoclin unit cell belonging to
the P2l

/n space group and packing with a herringbone

structure.35,36Moreover, oligothiophene molecules deposited
in thin films on polycrystalline or amorphous substrates are
reported to grow in a completely different way,12,37,38result-
ing from a self-assembly ordering process of oligoth-
iophenes.

We have also shown that there is a mutual influence be-
tween substrate and oligomers. That is, on the one hand, for
early stages of depositionT6 induces a proliferation of up-
down correlated Au monoatomic steps. On the other hand,
the substrate structure — in particular its anisotropy —
drives the ordering of the overlayer, characterized by a pre-
ferred orientation of the molecules parallel to the substrate
troughs. As the electronic and optical properties of oligo-
meric films strongly depends on their structure, the
(T34)T6–Au~110! system may possibly display peculiar
characteristics. Moreover, the strong interaction betweenT6
and gold surface indicates a different electronic rearrange-
ment of the gold-T6 interface. Work function, mobility,
charge injection, and linear and nonlinear optical properties
will be consequently affected. The understanding and the
possible tailoring of the interface properties are of fundamen-
tal importance for photonics and optoelectronics applica-
tions, where these rigid rodlike molecules have been demon-
strated to be promising new active materials.

This work was partly supported by the EEC ESPRIT Ba-
sic Research Action 8013-LEDFOS.

FIG. 3. Angular profiles taken alongGY for different He beam
energies varying from 19 to 65 meV.T6 coverage can be estimates
to 0.260.05 ML. F denotes the phase conditionDk'•t for the
specular peak. The inset shows the ratio between the side peaks and
the specular intensities as a function ofF. The full line is fitted to
the sine function and shows how minima correspond to evenF
values ~in phase!, while maxima correspond to odd ones~an-
tiphase!.
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